Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
Exotic wood species

Cabinetmaking differs from carpentry in that it uses wood as a veneer on a
frame. This veneer can take the form of a marquetry composed of juxtaposed
pieces forming a pattern or of sheets uniformly covering an entire surface. The
term comes from ebony, an exotic, hard, black wood used since the Middle
Ages for precious objects and then during the Renaissance for furniture. As
this imported wood was expensive, carpenters had the idea, inspired by
the intarsia technique – an Italian technique developed during the
Renaissance, aimed at inlaying precious materials on a frame – of cutting the
ebony into strips to veneer it in order to save money. A new technique and a
new trade were born. In the 18th century, this very dark wood was replaced by
more colourful woods.
Most of the veneer used is made of exotic woods, which offer more colour and
effect possibilities than the native French woods.
These exotic woods come from America and the West Indies, rich in forests,
but also from Asia and the islands of the Indian Ocean, imported by the
various India Companies. The colours originate from the concentration and
nature of the tannins, while the grain varies according to the growth of the
tree, its reaction to external attacks and may result from natural anomalies.

Alexandre-Jean Noël (1752-1834), The tip of the Ile de la Cité, seen from the port of SaintNicolas, circa 1780, Paris, Musée Carnavalet (inv. P244)

The wood arrived in Paris in the form of logs, the trunk stripped of its bark
and ready to be cut into planks, at the Port Saint-Nicolas near the Louvre.
There they were cut up and then split by specialised workers, giving them the
appearance of leaves of just over 2 mm. They were left to dry for several years
before being used by cabinetmakers and also by violin makers.
The cabinetmaker chooses the wood according to its colour and appearance. If
he avoids parts with knots because they are fragile, he will take advantage of
burls or roots to create visual effects. To accentuate certain effects, he
sometimes stains these woods, obtaining blue or white, contrasting with the
natural colours of the species, yellow, red or purple. As the appearance of
these woods has faded in the light, the furniture we see today is usually a
shade of brown and green.

List of the main veneers used in cabinetmaking
In the 18th century, in France, the names of the woods were based on their
colours, aspects or smells, such as rose or violet for tulipwood or kingwood,
which makes it difficult for us to identify them today because exposure to light
has altered their original state. Moreover, their names in the sources of the
time are often imprecise and differ from one author to another.

Ebony wood: species from which the technique originated, ebony is a hard
black wood with a tight grain. Different varieties come from Africa, America or
Asia. It was used from the Middle Ages for precious objects and from the
Renaissance onwards in furniture, reaching its golden age in the 17th century.

Amaranth wood: dark purple-brown in colour, amaranth is a variety of
mahogany. It also comes from Central America, including Guyana.

Bois de citronnier (Satinwood): not to be confused with bois citron, with
which it shares a pale yellow colour, bois de citronnier grows in southern India.

Bois citron (Satinwood): unlike bois de citronnier, bois citron is a
hard grained, yellow wood found in the West Indies.

Although the distinction between the two names bois de citronnier and bois
citron is emphasised by the carpenter Roubo in his treatise L'Art du
menuisier (1769-1774), confusion seems to have reigned in 18th century
documents, to designate a yellow wood.

Rosewood: Different varieties of rosewood growing in America, Africa and
Asia, range in colour from pink to brown or purple. This hard wood is
sometimes confused with tulipwood or kingwood.

Tulipwood: Characteristic with its yellow and pink stripes, this wood is
widely used in the background, often standing out with kingwood or
amaranth. Rosewood is actually made up of several different species and is
named after the scent of one of them.

Bois satiné: this yellow or red wood from Guyana or the West Indies has a
shimmering sheen like satin or mother-of-pearl.

Sycamore wood: a variety of maple growing in European regions, this very
light wood has a fine grain with yellow highlights. It was often stained by
cabinetmakers.

Kingwood: when freshly cut, this wood from Brazil has a violet tint, hence its
name in French. Its colour is now faded to brown on antique furniture.

Mahogany wood: reddish-brown in colour, mahogany was the most
common wood used under Louis XVI, either solid or in veneer. It comes from
the West Indies, Central America and South East Asia. It is appreciated for its
milky, flamed, speckled or scorched appearance and can be varnished or
polished.

See you next week for a new
interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:
https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home
https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com
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